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A complete menu of Grove Golf Club from Bridgend covering all 12 meals and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Grove Golf Club:
We took my uncle here for his birthday. It has been reasonable before but this time it was excellent! I had

preordered scampi as I don’t eat meat and it was a huge and hasty portion. My uncle had the salmon which he
said was delicious. My husband had the beef and he said was amazingly tender. The service is excellent and the

price ridiculously low I live near Oxford and food is much more expensive! read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the

weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about Grove Golf Club:
We've passed by this place maby times and always fancied trying it out. We arrived without a booking so was
prepared if nothing available. Big table full of golfers eating, waited in reception to see someone, anyone and
was ignored for 15 minutes before we left. Pressed the attention button several times but no response. read

more. At Grove Golf Club in Bridgend, there's a diverse brunch in the morning where you can eat as much as
you want treat yourself, Particularly fans of the English cuisine are excited about the extensive selection of

traditional menus and love the typical English cuisine. After the meal (or during it), you have the opportunity to
still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink.
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Sid� dishe�
SCAMPI

India�
ROTI

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
SALAD

BREAD

TUNA STEAK

TURKEY

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SAUSAGE

CHEESE

HAM

MEAT

BEEF

POTATOES

EGG
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